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"SEeDS Moving Groups and CHAR IS Status Updates" 
We present the status update for the SEEDS Moving Groups category. To date, we have observed 59 
targets and currently have more than 20 candidates. We also present the expected scientific capabilities 
of CHAR IS, the Coronagraphic High Angular Resolution Imaging Spectrograph, which is being built for the 
Subaru 8.2 m telescope of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. CHARIS will be 
implemented behind the new extreme adaptive optics system at Subaru, SCExAO, and the existing 188-
actuator system A0188. CHARIS will offer three observing modes over near~infrared wavelengths from 
0.9 to 2.4 microns (the Yo, J-, H-, and K-bands), including a low-spectra I-resolution mode covering this 
entire wavelength range and a high-resolution mode within a single band. With these capabilities, 
CH!',RIS will offer exceptional sensitivity for discovering giant exoplanets, and will enable detailed 
characterization of their atmospheres, CHARIS, the only planned high-contrast integral field 
spectrograph on an 8m-{;lass telescope in the Northern Hemisphere, will complement the similar 
instruments such as Project 1640 at Palomar, and GPI and SPHERE in Chile. 
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